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The evaluation that led to the 
order of 100 Mirage III Mach 2 jets 
and its associated guided air to air 
missiles system must be viewed 
from the point of view of a rapidly 
freezing cold war. The evaluation 
started in August 1958 and had to 
fulfill the requirement that the 
new weapon system had to be 
able to stop an Intruder deep in 
foreign territory well before he 
was able to reach the Swiss 
border. The winning aircraft was 
the Mirage IIIC, but the Cyrano 
radar system remained short of 
the requirement. The best radar 
system was found with the 
Hughes TARAN (Tactical Attack 
Radar and Navigation) system. But 
the American system components 
required more space and the 
order with Dassault had to be 
changed to the newly proposed 
Mirage IIIE that was then under 
development.

Basically the Mirage IIIS is an E airframe with some little modifications to make it mountain going. The 
dimensions of the Mirage IIIE were simply too high and too long to enable the operation from the mountain 
bases and the caverns. The external changes are a longer nose gear fork to lift the nose and lower the tail 
while towing the aircraft into the caverns and the radar nose had to be foldable. The inside of the aircraft 
was a very different story.

Dassault build two prototypes Mirage IIIS 'sans electronique'. J-2301 made its maiden flight on December 
13th, 1963 and the second aircraft on January 8th, 1964. After delivery to F + W, the components of the 
TARAN system were built in step by step into the second prototype J-2302. The first flight with the new radar 
system took place on April 20th, 1964 at the hands of Dassault test pilot Jean Coureau.

After 47 flights, J-2302 was dismantled and shipped to Holloman Air Base, New Mexico where Hughes 
Electronics had a facility. The task was to bring the Hughes TARAN System to perform as specified under the 
contract. With the TARAN System also came the Hughes HM-55S / AIM-26B Falcon. The integration testing 
of the TARAN system lasted for two years and required 295 test flights including numerous live firings. The 
Holloman Mirage returned to Switzerland August 20th, 1966.

The whole process was a huge technological step forward for Switzerland, advancing into the top rankings 
of the air forces. This however had ha fantastic price tag and the order of 100 aircraft had to be reduced to 
36 Mirage IIIS. Probably, the Mirage IIIS was the finest equipped Mirage of all Mirage III's and remained in 
service for 33 years.

The cold war has melted. Looking backwards it may feel unbelievable, that the leading men of those days 
have made a 'nuclear ready' aircraft possible for a small country like Switzerland. The Mirage IIIS never fired 
a shot in anger.

After testing in Holloman, J-2302 remained with the GRD (Gruppe für Rüstungsdienste) or the former KTA. 
It's most noticed role was as the test aircraft for the C70 canards for the Mirage IIIS & RS during 1984 until 
1986.

Ray Horwell of Fantasy Printshop printed the decals. They work well with the MicroSol / MicroSet System - 
for stronger decal softeners, please test before application. As always the decals must be applied onto a 
glossy surface for best results. 

This decal sheet allows building the aircraft as it looked in the later days at Holloman or later back in 
Switzerland. Please note that during the time in the USA, the Swiss crosses on wing top and bottom were 
smaller than the defined standard. It did carry maintenance and service symbols, but stenciling was sparse 
and only in French. The large yellow ‘No Step’ areas behind the speed brakes were not present while the 
aircraft was at Holloman.

There are too many friends who supported me on this project - too many to name them all. However I highly 
recommend the definite book on the Swiss Mirages written by Peter Gunti and Oliver Borgeaud: Mirage - das 
fliegende Dreieck.



approx. 1984 - Emmen: J-2302 equipped with 
C70 canards and a reconaissance nose ot the Mirage IIIRS

note - only french 
NE PAS MARCHER
markings during the
Holloman period. The
large yellow no step
areas were not present.

note - only french 
NE PAS MARCHER
stencils during the
Holloman period

note - Dassault painted non-standard 
Swiss crosses (A) on smaller roundels on the 
wing top and bo�om. These were replaced by a 
larger version (B) when the aircraft returned to 
Switzerland after the TARAN system testing at Holloman.
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Verkehrsrot RAL 3020

Green FS 34130

Gray FS 36173

Light Gray FS 36440

Aluminium NFM

Light Gray FS 36373

Cockpit Green, metallic 

note - translucent tan-greenish
protective coating against
the corrosive fumes of the 
SEPR rocket engine

500 l Flunt

IMI 1100 l Runt

note - non standard
style registration number

note - replaced 
registration number

The 2nd Mirage IIIS Prototype J-2302 at Holloman Airbase, NM
between August 1st,1964 until August 17th 1966. 

Signalrot RAL 3001

note - upper part of 
the rudder painted 
white


